Dear Parents, Guardians, Pupils and Governors:
Over the course of our previous school year we had several engagement sessions with all our stakeholders in regards to our school motto: “Nurture the
Future”. Believe it or not that has been in place for over 8 years! As a school, during that time, we have steadily improved and made changes to how we
operate, so much so that we posed the question: “Is it still a relevant motto for us? Are our values and vision still the same for our pupils and other stake
holders?”
Through discussion and revision of our mission statements we soon discovered how little people remembered about the various elements of what “Nurture
the Future” stood for; and so we went about devising a set of statements that everyone, from pupil to Governor, could easily understand, remember and live
by during their time at Bloomfield Primary School. We had many discussions as a staff; workshops with parents and Governors; and meetings with the Pupil
Council to devise a simple Vision for our pupils. Above all we wanted the Mission of our School and the Values that we teach to be something that we could
all stand over, and for them to be evident in our teaching, our interactions and even in the building itself.
So what are the changes we have made?
Our tag line will now change from “Nurture the Future” to “Believe: Progress: Succeed – Inspiring Our Children for Life”
Our over-arching Mission Statement Is:
At Bloomfield Primary School we will work in partnership with you, their parents, to challenge and inspire our pupils. We are dedicated to ensuring each
child has a voice in their learning and that they are prepared for and successful in their individual futures. It is our mission to make sure that each child
feels:

(See the summary overleaf)

developing pride
in their
achievements
and respecting
equally the
cultures,
opinions, values
and religions of
others

as an individual
with a unique
view of life; set
of skills and
capabilities

with the right to
feel happy,
confident, safe,
secure and
supported

to develop a love
for learning and a
curiosity for the
world around
them

to be responsible
and be
accountable for
decisions and
choices they make

and motivated to
reach their full
potential

to know how to
deal with
challenges and to
problem solve
independently

to live a healthy
life-style, both
mentally and
physically

to have high
expectations for
themselves in all
areas

and equipped with
resilience
to be a global citizen
and a positive
contributor to
society
to learn from their
mistakes

and using
opportunities
provided to
progress and meet
their full potential

armed with a set of
transferrable skills
that enable them to
be creative and
independent
equipped with
knowledge and a
good understanding
of who they are
physically, socially…,

… intellectually,
spiritually,
aesthetically and
personally

Here are our 4 friends who will be daily reminders to our pupils of what our 4 key values are:

If you haven’t spotted it yet - I hope that our intentionality with the 4 initials not only reassures you that each and every child in Bloomfield Primary School is
very important to us; but it helps you to remember more easily the Vision we have and the Values we want to share with your child as they progress through
their time with us.

